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ROMEO sets the first steps towards
innovative technologies to reduce O&M
costs in offshore wind
•

ROMEO will bring innovative technologies based on predictive model maintenance to
reduce the O&M cost in the offshore wind energy sector.

•

Key European companies in the sector are working together to exploit the potential of
offshore and contribute to the competitiveness of Europe.

•

Ramboll company headquarters in Copenhagen (Denmark) have recently hosted the General
Assembly of ROMEO coinciding with the first year of the project.

After one year from ROMEO’s kick off meeting, consortium partners have met the 5th and 6th of June
in Copenhagen to celebrate their General Assembly. The main objective of this internal meeting is to
perform a follow up of the project and define the next steps in order to achieve the success. All
consortium partners have had the chance to show the project progress and coordinate the next steps.
The meeting has been hosted by Ramboll, in Copenhagen, marking a milestone in the development of
ROMEO. This project is awarded by the European Commission with a Horizon2020 Programme grant
of €10 million and a total budget of approximately €16 million running for 5 years.
The General Assembly meeting is a useful opportunity to develop constructive discussions about the
different areas, and, to move forward towards the final objective of the project: reduce the cost of
offshore wind energy and boost the renewables industry.
ROMEO project aims to reduce the operation and maintenance costs of offshore wind farms through
the use of advanced monitoring strategies and tools, as well as to analyse the performance of the wind
farm turbines in real time.
To reach this achievement ROMEO develops a cloud-based platform which will accommodate models
for diagnosing and predicting faults in WT components. This platform will promote better understanding
of the performance of the main wind turbine components in operation, aiming to extend their lifetime
and to reduce operation and maintenance costs.
Project requirements defined as a solid roadmap
During the first year of ROMEO, project requirements have been defined as a solid roadmap to ensure
that is developed under a methodical approach towards a condition monitoring strategy for relevant
critical components.
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Additionally, a common framework for structuring the project and the designations to be used has been
established. This is particularly important for the three windfarm pilot scenarios in terms of turbine and
structure components.
As one of the first steps of ROMEO project, FMECA workshops were organized. The objective of the
Failure Mode Effect Analysis Workshops was to define components/failures to be analysed in the
project, both for the wind turbine and the substructure. The failure modes that apply for predictive
maintenance were identified according to their criticality. The output of this set of workshops laid the
basis for validation of the technical work packages included in the project.
Backbone of O&M Information Management Platform starts to be developed
Other key milestone that will allow set the solid structure of the project is the O&M information
management system already configured. The platform will be able to suit processing and interrogation
of all incoming data streams, from a variety of sources from both, human and machine interfaces.
At the same time, ROMEO has started the development of physical models for a running design and
specification of support structure monitoring problem for wind warms is already done.
During the KoM, the partners also discussed the progress of the three pilot tests that will be developed
in the framework of ROMEO and will allow to test and verify the data analytic and O&M tools. Last
December Iberdrola successfully connected Wikinger (Germany) wind farm, one of the three multi-scale
offshore pilots. Some innovations of the project will be also tested at Teeside and East Anglia ONE (both
in the UK) wind farms. To that end, the definition of architecture for data acquisition and analytics
ecosystem has been almost finished for the 3 pilots during the first 12 months of the project.
The meeting has been also a good chance to present the latest advances of the dissemination and
communication strategy of the project focused on reaching the stakeholders and the general public,
building a solid ROMEO knowledge.
Finally, steps towards the definition of the exploitation strategy of the project have been defined.
Partners are working on the definition of their results, products and services expected to hit the market.
About ROMEO project
The consortium of the project, made up of European companies and entities covering the entire value
chain of the sector, is working on the development of an analytical and management platform enabling
the decision-making process to be improved and facilitating the development of current Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) strategies based on corrective measures to innovative strategies in real time, and
on the degradation of the components of the main wind farm structures.
Through their participation in relevant events and conferences, is expected that ROMEO partners will
reach all the main stakeholders of the sector. On this way the ROMEO project will contribute to improve
the wind Energy sector, as one of the most innovative in the world and the best set down at the forefront
of the European industry.
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The ROMEO project, due for completion in 2022, consists of a consortium made up of 12 entities from
6 EU member states and one associated country. In addition to IBERDROLA (project Coordinator), the
consortium include EDF, ADWEN, Siemens Gamesa, RAMBOLL, IBM Research Zurich, INDRA,
BACHMANN, LAULAGUN Bearings, UPTIME Engineering, ZABALA Innovation Consulting and Cranfield
University.
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